
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
                                                                              
Chairman Lawry Lauf ZS5HV 031 702-8652 
Vice Chairman      Ian MacQuillan  ZS5IAN                   082 464 5388 
Secretary Tony Mayall ZS5GR 031 708-3078 
Treasurer Anne Bean ZS5FAB 031 701-3138    
 
              Committee Co-ordinator Portfolios 
 
Hamnet  Keith Lowes  ZS5WFD    031 262-0905 
Clubhouse/RAE 
 
Hotline/Packet/APRS   Tony Mayall             ZS5GR    031 708-3078 
 
Socials/Youth                             Whole Committee      
 
Sports/Hamnet     Dave Holiday              ZS5HN 031 904-2038     
 
Bulletin Scheduling/HF Matters               Edwin Musto  ZS5BBO    031 202-5917 
 
PR                 Brian Roodt   ZS5BBR    082 823-6780   
 
Technical Matters                 Vacant 
 
IRLP/Webmaster      Brad Phillips         ZS5Z       031 763-3754 

Highway Hotline April 2006  



  
Repeaters & Interference       Brad Glen               ZS5SWT     031 764-0787  
                                              
VHF/UHF Matters         Lee Hanegraaf ZS5LEE     031 763-3633 
 
 
Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 
 
Awards Manager                   Phil Unterhorst       ZS5RJ 031 202-8807 
 
HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof     145.625Mhz   88.5Hz CCTS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600Mhz   88.5Hz CCTS access tone.(Linked to the Naturn UHF network) 
  Kensington 145.7625Mhz 107.2Hz CCTS access tone, (Linked to the Naturn UHF   
           network) 
NATURN UHF       Kloof             Ch 1                439.125Mhz  (  mobile RX  )(-7,6Mhz) 
                  Ridge Road    Ch 3                439.025Mhz      
                  Bluff        Ch 4                439.175Mhz  
                  Athlone Park Ch 5                439.075Mhz  (not installed yet) 
                  Kensington    Ch 6                439.275Mhz    136.5Hz  access tone reqd. 
   
These UHF repeaters are star linked via the Alverstone hub repeater 434.650 Mhz (Tx-1,6Mhz) 
 
Packet BBS  and Digipeater  Frequency: 144.625Mhz BBS: ZS0WTE, Digi: ZS0KLO-1 
APRS Digipeater Frequency: 144.800Mhz  ZS0GIL-2  
BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. The HARC membership subscriptions are now overdue for the 2005/6 year, R80 (+ Donation) for ordinary 
licensed member, R20 for family licensed member, R40 for associate members. Payments to the Treasurer, 
cheques may be sent to P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620. Payment  can also be made directly to the Clubs 
Standard Bank cheque account  # 250335824 code # 04562641 a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to 
the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620 or scanned / info emailed to treasurer@harc.org.za    

2. Sadly we got to hear that OM Brian ZS5BSB went silent key on the morning of  the 2nd March 2006, he has been 
nursed for some time now by Natalie ZR5NN, in fact Brian educated Natalie, for her to pass the RAE. 

 
 

        
                                                                                                                                                              

BULLETIN PRESENTERS 
 
April 2006 

 

2nd Tony ZS5ACB  031-708 2626 
 
9th Brian ZS5BBR  031-312 5265 
 
16th Ian ZS5IAN  031-701 9792 
 
23rd Lawry ZS5HV  031-702 8652 
 
30th Gary ZS5NK  031-701 0109 
 

MAY 2006 
 
7th Edwin ZS5BBO      031-202 5917 (O) 
 
14th Phil ZS5RJ      031-202 8807 
 
21st Sean ZR5SEP      031-261 7200 
 
28th Janet ZS5JAN       031-202 5917 (O) 

 
 
 
 
 
The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be 
available to read! 

----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 
ADVERT    

BRADLEY GLEN (ZS5SWT) 
 trading as: B-Comm 

ICOM AMATEUR/COMMERCIAL 
FOR ALL YOUR HAM/RADIO NEEDS 

E.MAIL: bradlington@yahoo.com PHONE:   082 9943331 or (031) 764-0787 
 

 
 



ADVERT 
TONY MAYALL (ZS5GR) 

Specialising in the video capturing of Corporate Events, such as Seminars, Lectures,  
Talks, Discussions, and thereafter producing DVDs of these events, for distribution/archiving. 

Email: tony.m@eject.co.za  Tel: 031-7083078  Cell: 073 3564758 
 

ADVERT 
TRENT SAUNDERS(ZR5TCS) 

Specialising in wedding photography, but also  Corporate functions, 
 family portraiture,  etc, see www.trentsaunders.co.za 

Email: trents@saol.com Cell: 083 3109763 
 

 
----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 

 
 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 
April 2006 
 
01-Apr Rob Hindmarch ZS5RH   
07-Apr Dave Mobey ZS5DRM    
08-Apr Roderick Barclay ZS5RC   
11-Apr Kirsten Glen Spouse of  Brad ZS5WT 
13-Apr Ann Mac Quillan Spouse of  Ian ZS5IAN 
15-Apr Margaret Lauf Spouse of  Lawry ZS5HV 
15-Apr Errol Wilson ZS5EGW   
16-Apr Dave Trezona ZS4DT   
19-Apr Tylan Cohen Son  of  Le-Anne & Rob ZS5LA  
19-Apr Kevin Lansdowne ZS5NR, spouse of Colleen ZS5RN 
21-Apr Wendy Rudling  Spouse of  Shaun ZR5S 
 
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
 
HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
 
 
FOR YOUR DIARY 
All times quoted in SAST 
 
 
APRIL 2006 
 
 
02   SARL Hamnet 40 metre Emergency Communications Contest (12:00—14:00 UTC) 
06   SARL 80 metre QSO Party ( 17:00— 20:00 UTC) 
08   SARL AGM  
10   Schools open coastal provinces 
10  HARC Committee Meeting 19h30 
13   Closing date May RAE 
14   Good Friday 
15    Holyland DX Contest 
17   Family Day.  
17   Closing date Hamnet 40 metre contest 
18    Schools open - inland provinces.  
18   HARC Monthly Meeting 19H00 FOR 19H30 
    World Amateur Radio Day 
21   Closing date 80 metre QSO party logs 
27    Freedom Day 
28    School holiday 
28    Closing date for articles for Radio ZS 08:30 CAT English  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chirpers Column: 
 
This has been quite a month for me as far as not being active on the bands. I have had a few other problems that had to be addressed 
and this has taken up a lot of my spare time and kept me away from my CW key and my microphone. 
 
The first problem was that my laptop computer, which is only about 6 months old, had started to let the characters typed, jump on to 
another line. This was not just on Word but also in Excel.  It was most off-putting to find a formula not work due to it being in the 
wrong cell. I gave it back to the agents who told me that it would have to go to Gauteng and would take a week or so. I went to the 
extremes of writing the problem in absolute detail so that they would fully understand the problem. The “technician” told me that the 
problem was the keyboard and that Gauteng would sort it out. Now, being without my laptop was a real problem for me as that laptop 
is the one used in my shack and has all my logging programs on it. Anyway, I decided that I could live with “ a week or so”. I phoned 
after one week and was told that it was still in Gauteng. I phoned one week later to be told that “ I suspect that the problem is the 
keyboard and I will have to send it up to Gauteng where it will take a week or so to get repaired”.  
 
As you can imagine, I hit the roof! They had wasted 2 weeks and done nothing with the repair. And no, it is not that Emporium that is 
sometimes called Idelible Destruction……   
 
I told the “technician” to get it up to Gauteng by courier that same afternoon and to demand that it be given preference.  Ja, well, no, 
fine….  I phoned a few days later when another technician told me that Gauteng had sent a new keyboard and they were just fitting it 
and testing it out – please to collect it in 1 hour. This, I duly did.  I did not even rant and rave about the fact that the laptop had never 
even got to Gauteng.  I collected the laptop and went home a relatively  happy chappy. I plugged it in and tested it and hey presto – 
IT STILL JUMPED ALL OVER THE PLACE!  I was livid!  I then decided to see if I could sort out the problem myself – maybe it 
was my style of typing. I do type quite fast ( I am a touch typist) and maybe – just maybe, I was placing part of my thumbs on the 
keypad whilst typing.  
 
I got into the setting programs and discovered that I could disable the mouse keypad.  After all I use an external mouse anyway. I 
tried that and since doing that 3 days ago have found that the problem is solved – well for the time being anyway!  What gave me the 
zig is that whilst the laptop was away, I was not radio active during that time. 
 
Bye the bye, I use another laptop which I take into the office each day and lug it home each evening. That laptop must be 30 months 
old and has had a lot of traveling time in luggage compartments on SAA and Kulula. It has never even given a hiccup! It uses the 
same operating system and the same office software as my new shack laptop. The difference is that the old one was built in Ireland 
by Dell computers. I have learnt my lesson and in future will buy the laptops from Dell and leave the Japanese make for others to 
experience the problems! 
 
Some good news though – my laptop case started to give a problem with the zip. When I bought it 5 years ago I was told it had a 
lifetime guarantee. They did not tell me if it was MY lifetime or the cases lifetime. Anyway I found the agents were in Durban and 
made my way to their offices. I showed them the problem and within 20 seconds (I am not exaggerating!) I had a brand new laptop 
case in my hands. No charge – no questions.  
 
Now that is excellent service. In future I will not even think of buying any laptop case other than a Targus.  I have since told that 
story to a few people and two of them have said they had the same excellent service from Targus.  So now I can add a bouquet to the 
Chirps! 
 
I wonder what you folks use for earthing your equipment?  I have some 75 Ohm RG59 cable and the outer shield is excellent for this 
purpose.  But how to get the outer cable out of it’s plastic sheath? 
Easy!  - Just cut back 10 mms of the outside sheath plastic sheath, the shielding and the plastic protection from the hard wire. Then 
grip the centre wire in your vice and gently pull the outer plastic sheath away.  I suggest you don’t cut off more than 1 meter length at 
a time or it may become a bit difficult.  When you have the centre wire pulled out, do the same with it’s white plastic insulation. Now 
you are left with the black outer plastic sheath with the woven wire inside. Just pull the wire out of it’s sheath and you have some 
nice glistening copper weave wire for your earthing.  I put a blob of solder on each end to make sure it does not unravel.  
 
A short Chirpers column this month! 
Ian 
 
 
NEW ARTICLE (Thanks to Lee ZS5LEE)—How it Works? 
 
This Month-HOW A GPS WORKS…….. 
 
Our ancestors had to go to pretty extreme measures to keep from getting lost. They erected monumental landmarks, laboriously 
drafted detailed maps and learned to read the stars in the night sky. Things are much, much easier today. For less than $100, you can 
get a pocket-sized gadget that will tell you exactly where you are on Earth at any moment. As long as you have a GPS receiver and a 
clear view of the sky, you'll never be lost again. 
 
In this article, we'll find out how these handy guides pull off this amazing trick. As we'll see, the Global Positioning System is vast, 
expensive and involves a lot of technical ingenuity, but the fundamental concepts at work are quite simple and intuitive 
 
Trilateration Basics 
 
When people talk about "a GPS," they usually mean a GPS receiver. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is actually a constellation 
of 27 Earth-orbiting satellites (24 in operation and three extras in case one fails). The U.S. military developed and implemented this 
satellite network as a military navigation system, but soon opened it up to everybody else. 



 
Each of these 3,000- to 4,000-pound solar-powered satellites circles the globe at about 12,000 miles (19,300 km), making two 
complete rotations every day. The orbits are arranged so that at any time, anywhere on Earth, there 
are at least four satellites "visible" in the sky. 
 
A GPS receiver's job is to locate four or more of these satellites, figure out the distance to each, and use this information to deduce its 
own location. This operation is based on a simple mathematical principle called trilateration. Trilateration in three-dimensional space 
can be a little tricky, so we'll start with an explanation of simple two-dimensional 
trilateration. 
 
2-D Trilateration 
 
Imagine you are somewhere in the United States and you are TOTALLY lost -- for whatever reason, you have absolutely no clue 
where you are. You find a friendly local and ask, "Where am I?" He says, "You are 625 miles from 
Boise, Idaho." 
 
This is a nice, hard fact, but it is not particularly useful by itself. You could be anywhere on a circle around Boise that has a radius of 
625 miles, like this: 
 

 
 
You ask somebody else where you are, and she says, "You are 690 miles from Minneapolis, Minnesota." Now you're getting 
somewhere. If you combine this information with the Boise information, you have two circles that intersect. 
You now know that you must be at one of these two intersection points, if you are 625 miles from Boise and 690 miles from 
Minneapolis. 
 

 
 
If a third person tells you that you are 615 miles from Tucson, Arizona, you can eliminate one of the possibilities, because the third 
circle will only intersect with one of these points. You now know exactly where you are --  
Denver, Colorado. 
 
 



 
 
This same concept works in three-dimensional space, as well, but you're dealing with spheres instead of circles. In the next section, 
we'll look at this type of trilateration. 
 
3-D Trilateration 
 
Fundamentally, three-dimensional trilateration isn't much different from two-dimensional trilateration, but it's a little trickier to 
visualize. Imagine the radii from the examples in the last section going off in all directions. So instead of a series of circles, you get a 
series of spheres. If you know you are 10 miles from satellite A in the sky, you could be anywhere on the surface of a huge, 
imaginary sphere with a 10-mile radius. If you also know you are 15 miles from satellite B, you can overlap the first sphere with 
another, larger sphere. The spheres intersect in a perfect circle. If you know the distance to a third satellite, you get a third sphere, 
which intersects with this circle at two points. 
 
The Earth itself can act as a fourth sphere -- only one of the two possible points will actually be on the surface of the planet, so you 
can eliminate the one in space. Receivers generally look to four or more satellites, however, to improve accuracy and provide precise 
altitude information. 
 
In order to make this simple calculation, then, the GPS receiver has to know two things: 
 
  a.. The location of at least three satellites above you 
  b.. The distance between you and each of those satellites 
The GPS receiver figures both of these things out by analyzing high-frequency, low-power radio signals from the GPS satellites. 
Better units have multiple receivers, so they can pick up signals from several satellites simultaneously. 
 
Measuring Distance 
 
In the last section, we saw that a GPS receiver calculates the distance to GPS satellites by timing a signal's journey from satellite to 
receiver. As it turns out, this is a fairly elaborate process. 
 At a particular time (let's say midnight), the satellite begins transmitting a long, digital pattern called a pseudo-random code. The 
receiver begins running the same digital pattern also exactly at midnight. When the satellite's signal reaches the receiver, its 
transmission of the pattern will lag a bit behind the receiver's playing of the pattern. 
 
The length of the delay is equal to the signal's travel time. The receiver multiplies this time by the speed of light to determine how far 
the signal traveled. Assuming the signal traveled in a straight line, this is the distance from receiver to satellite. 
 
In order to make this measurement, the receiver and satellite both need clocks that can be synchronized down to the nanosecond. To 
make a satellite positioning system using only synchronized clocks, you would need to have atomic clocks not only on all the 
satellites, but also in the receiver itself. But atomic clocks cost somewhere between $50,000 and $100,000, which makes them a just 
a bit too expensive for everyday consumer use. 
 
The Global Positioning System has a clever, effective solution to this problem. Every satellite contains an expensive atomic clock, 
but the receiver itself uses an ordinary quartz clock, which it constantly resets. In a nutshell, the receiver looks at incoming signals 
from four or more satellites and gauges its own inaccuracy. In other words, there is only one value for the "current time" that the 
receiver can use. The correct time value will cause all of the signals that the receiver is receiving to align at a single point in space. 
That time value is the time value held by the atomic clocks in all of the satellites. So the receiver sets its clock to that time value, and 
it then has the same time value that all the atomic clocks in all of the satellites have. The GPS receiver gets atomic clock accuracy 
"for free". 
 
 
 
 
 



Differential GPS 
 
When you measure the distance to four located satellites, you can draw four spheres that all intersect at one point. Three spheres will 
intersect even if your numbers are way off, but four spheres will not intersect at one point if you've measured incorrectly. Since the 
receiver makes all its distance measurements using its own built-in clock, the distances will all be proportionally incorrect. 
 
The receiver can easily calculate the necessary adjustment that will cause the four spheres to intersect at one point. Based on this, it 
resets its clock to be in sync with the satellite's atomic clock. The receiver does this constantly whenever it's on, which means it is 
nearly as accurate as the expensive atomic clocks in the satellites. 
 
In order for the distance information to be of any use, the receiver also has to know where the satellites actually are. This isn't 
particularly difficult because the satellites travel in very high and predictable orbits. The GPS receiver simply stores an almanac that 
tells it where every satellite should be at any given time. Things like the pull of the moon and the sun do change the satellites' orbits 
very slightly, but the Department of Defense constantly monitors their exact positions and transmits any adjustments to all GPS 
receivers as part of the satellites' signals. 
 
This system works pretty well, but inaccuracies do pop up. For one thing, this method assumes the radio signals will make their way 
through the atmosphere at a consistent speed (the speed of light). In fact, the Earth's atmosphere slows the electromagnetic energy 
down somewhat, particularly as it goes through the ionosphere and troposphere. The delay varies depending on where you are on 
Earth, which means it's difficult to accurately factor this into the distance calculations. Problems can also occur when radio signals 
bounce off large objects, such as skyscrapers, giving a receiver the impression that a satellite is farther away than it actually is. On 
top of all that, satellites sometimes just send out bad almanac data, misreporting their own position. 
 
Differential GPS (DGPS) helps correct these errors. The basic idea is to gauge GPS inaccuracy at a stationary receiver station with a 
known location. Since the DGPS hardware at the station already knows its own position, it can easily calculate its receiver's 
inaccuracy. The station then broadcasts a radio signal to all DGPS-equipped receivers in the area, providing signal correction 
information for that area. In general, access to this correction information makes DGPS receivers much more accurate than ordinary 
receivers. 
 
 
 
Using the Data 
 
In the last couple of sections, we saw that the most essential function of a GPS receiver is to pick up the transmissions of at least four 
satellites and combine the information in those transmissions with information in an electronic almanac, all in order to figure out the 
receiver's position on Earth. 
 
Once the receiver makes this calculation, it can tell you the latitude, longitude and altitude (or some similar measurement) of its 
current position. To make the navigation more user-friendly, most receivers plug this raw data into map files stored in memory. 
 
You can use maps stored in the receiver's memory, connect the receiver to a computer that can hold more detailed maps in its 
memory, or simply buy a detailed map of your area and find your way using the receiver's latitude and longitude readouts. Some 
receivers let you download detailed maps into memory or supply detailed maps with plug-in map cartridges. 
 
A standard GPS receiver will not only place you on a map at any particular location, but will also trace your path across a map as you 
move. If you leave your receiver on, it can stay in constant communication with GPS satellites to see how your location is changing. 
With this information and its built-in clock, the receiver can give you several pieces of valuable information: 
 
  a.. How far you've traveled (odometer) 
  b.. How long you've been traveling 
  c.. Your current speed (speedometer) 
  d.. Your average speed 
  e.. A "bread crumb" trail showing you exactly where you have traveled on 
      the map 
  f.. The estimated time of arrival at your destination if you maintain your 
      current speed 
 
 
 
Humorous Article from Phil ZS5RJ: 
 
 Thought  you  might  need  a  smile  for  the  day..... 
 
There were two guys working for the city. One would dig a hole, the other would follow behind him and fill the hole in. They worked 
furiously all day without rest, one guy digging a hole, the other guy filling it in again. 
 
An onlooker was amazed at their hard work, but couldn't understand what they were doing. So he asked the hole digger, "I appreciate 
the effort you are putting into your work, but what's the story? You dig a hole and your partner follows behind and fills it up again." 
 
 The hole digger wiped his brow and sighed, "Eish, normally we are a three-man team, but the guy who plants the trees, he is sick 
today!" 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Another Good article from my Daughter-Ed 
 

ATM procedures 
 

A sign in the Bank Lobby reads: "Please note that this Bank is installing new Drive-through teller machines 
enabling customers to withdraw cash without leaving their vehicles. Customers using this new 
facility are requested to use the procedures outlined below when accessing their accounts. 
 
 
After months of careful research, MALE & FEMALE procedures have been developed. Please follow the 
appropriate steps for your gender." 
 
 
 
  MALE PROCEDURE: 
 
 
  1. Drive up to the cash machine. 
 
  2. Put down your car window. 
 
  3. Insert card into machine and enter PIN. 
 
  4. Enter amount of cash required and withdraw. 
 
  5. Retrieve card, cash and receipt. 
 
  6. Put window up. 
 
  7. Drive off. 
 
*********************************************************** 

FEMALE PROCEDURE: 
 
 
  1. Drive up to cash machine. 
 
  2. Reverse and back up, pull forward, back up and so forth and repeat as many times as required to align 
car window with the  ATM  machine. 
 
  3. Set parking brake, put the window down. 
 
  4. Find handbag, remove all contents on to passenger seat to locate bank card. 
 
  5. Tell person on cell phone you will call them back and hang up. 
 
  6. Attempt to insert card into machine. 
 
  7. Open car door to allow easier access to machine due to its excessive distance from the car. 
 
  8. Insert card. 
 
  9. Re-insert card the right way  with magnetic strip pointing the way the little picture indicates.  
    
 
   10. Dig through handbag and examine each receipt to see if PIN# is written there.  Finally, search through 
phone book to find your PIN written on the inside of the  back page. 
 
    11. Enter PIN into ATM machine .. 



 
    12. Press cancel and re-enter correct PIN. 
 
    13. Enter amount of cash required. 
 
    14. Check makeup in rear view mirror. 
 
    15. Retrieve cash and receipt. 
 
    16. Empty handbag again to locate wallet and place cash inside. 
 
    17. Write debit amount in check register and place receipt in back of checkbook. 
 
    18. Re-check makeup. 
 
    19. Drive forward 2 feet. 
 
    20. Reverse back to cash machine. 
 
    21. Retrieve card. 
 
    22. Re-empty hand bag, locate card holder, and place card into the slot provided. 
 
    23. Give dirty look to irritated male driver waiting behind you. 
 
    24. Restart stalled engine and pull off. 
 
    25. Redial person on cell phone. 
 
    26. Drive for 2 to 3 miles. 
 
    27. Release Parking Brake. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Clubhouse, first floor of the Westville Civic Centre, William Lester Drive,. on the 3rd Tuesday of the 
month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available at a nominal price. Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz) 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month at the Clubhouse in Westville starting at 19h30. 
 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeaters (145.600 Mhz  and 145.625 Mhz network) as well 
as the simplex frequency of 145.225 MHz. all of which are linked through the UHF network, Bulletins are also relayed onto a frequency of 7.055 
MHz in the 40 meter band. A tape recording of the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Highway repeaters at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h15 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
An Early Bird Net operates every Sunday morning between 06h15  and 06h45 on the frequency of 7055 Khz. In the 40 meter band, conducted by Ian 
(ZS5IAN) 
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. And continues until 07h40 Our Net Controller is Gary 
Potgieter (ZS5NK). 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz and 145.600Mhz(future) networks in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 Technical Net  
Tuesdays 20.00 Y.L’s net.  with Pam (ZR5PAM) 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD) 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical/APRS net 
Fridays 19.30 Tubby’s Facts Net 
Saturdays 19.30  Tubby’s Historic Net 
Sundays 19.15+/- Free 
 
The SARL Presidents net  can be heard on the evening on Sundays whenever the Intecnet is scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. 
Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 



 

 
PACKET RADIO 
The user frequency is 144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF    The sysop is 
Tony (ZS5ACB), His telephone number at home is  (031)  708-2626 
 
TECHNICAL EVENING 
This evening has ceased until the club gets a replacement for Eric ZS5EWM, who has moved to the Fairest Cape. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to them.  It is also 
available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical 
address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5BP). 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB. 
harc@harc.org.za 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h30 for 14h00  at the New Germany Nature Reserve.   Refreshments and snacks are available at 
nominal prices. 

 
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 

 
 

 


